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About The Party Set 
THE PARTY SET brings award-winning skills of stagecraft to the international world of 

event and party design for a spectacular, immersive and multisensory experience. A 

creative collective of curious minds, we are the company to choose for the powerful, 

unconventional and ambitious, making stories and visions leap to life in a multi sensory 

experience. 

 

Newly rebranded THE PARTY SET is a collective of acclaimed theatre practitioners and 

artists trained to illuminate your story via cutting edge stagecraft and visual language. 

Make a scene without the drama. We live to surprise and delight.     

        

Total design for immersive experiences; design, planning and project management;       

pitch-perfect delivery.     

 

Recent Recognition:                                                                                               
2015 International Design Awards for creative director Francisco Rodriguez-Weil 

International Creative Competition W inner for Boi Boi is Dead:  West Yorkshire 

Playhouse 

 
BAFTA: Nomination: Set Fire To The Stars (film)  
(director: Downtown Abbey’s Andy Goddard, writer: Celyn Jones) 
 
Design book references: Stage Design (Art Power publishing house) as well as several 

Theatre Design books 

 

Our History 
Founder Francisco Rodriguez-Weil discovered the impact of great design and 

storytelling when he took a job in theatre to pay his way through his architecture 

degree. He saw how powerful theatre could deeply touch people, creating long-lasting 

memories and impressions. He moved into studying set design, immersing himself in a 

visual world of operas, ballets, concerts and film that still provides a bank of inspiration 

for his team. His design work spans collaborations with the Royal Opera House, the 

Royal National Theatre, Pinewood Studios and the Queen's Coronation Gala at 

Buckingham Palace.  
 

 

 



 

O U R  W O R K  

 

C O R P O R A T E :   

Bespoke service that sees challenging visions perfectly executed. From promotional 

events to concerts, charity galas or company entertainment,  The Party Set uses 

behind the scenes flair to address every detail from planning to execution, ensuring all 

events get ***** star reviews. With an added background in theatre and stage design, 

we have a cherished book of party and theatre suppliers, coupled with the 

expertise and imagination to pull off each unique project with style and class.       

                                                                                      

Most Recent Corporate Work: 

C adbury's  2015 C hristm as cam paign 

Designed and project managed a Saatchi & Saatchi nationwide campaign touring a 

giant Advent calendar of 24 trucks bursting with surprises including a live choir, 22’ tall 

Christmas tree, Giant mistletoe and a square covered in real snow created onsite.    

`The most successful campaign we have ever mounted, setting the benchmark for 

future work”. (Cadbury’s). `The most talked about event of the last four months of the 

year.’ (lead story, Event magazine, 2015)                                          

R ekorderlig  W inter Forest:  Trum an B rew ery  

      

 Designed an immersive forest inside the Truman Brewery.  With subtle lighting, the 

mood shifted from dust to night, coupled with the sounds of birds and wild animals.                                                                                                                      

(Nominated best experiential attraction, 2012) 

 

B uta Festival  of  A zerbaijani  A rts  and M usic  

 

Royal Academy of Arts, 2015     Hand built a copy of the ancient, golden Iron Forest 

with its myriad plant varieties to transform the Royal Academy into a shadowy, 

multisensory glade of colours and undulating floor to launch Italian perfumier Maria 

Candida Gentile’s fragrance: Lankaran Forest, commissioning perfume bottles from 

Lalique.                                                                                                            

 `From creating an entire forest, flying in 85 trees and mulch, to managing restrictions 

of the venue and  supervising canapés, the evening was a delight, appreciated by our 

business, press and international guests. (Anna Burns Director, Showcase) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



PRIVATE PARTIES:   
Don't throw a party, throw an extravaganza. Our unique list of event and theatre 
suppliers and set builders craft fantasy-into-reality, hand tailored masterpieces to 
deliver your message in colour, light and form.  
 
What they say: 
`The Party Set delivers a fantastic, efficient service. We will employ the team for all 
future events.’  (Paul Baker Director Carrs Food International Ltd) 
C o r o n a t i o n  F e s t i v a l  G a l a ,  B u c k i n g h a m  P a l a c e  G a r d e n s  
Produced by Raymond Gubbay & directed by Luc Mollinger to celebrate the Queen's 
Diamond Coronation Jubilee,  the challenge was to design costumes & a multi-level set 
for a nationwide BBC TV broadcast and diverse stage performances of 480 
participants to 6,000 concertgoers over 3 nights: solo acts, choirs, ballet, pop bands 
and orchestra. Colours complemented the stone facade of the Palace with large-scale 
flower arrangements crowning the performance area, imagery designed to include all 
Commonwealth members with motifs echoing original embroidery.   
 
W E D D I N G S :   
Bespoke tables, unrivalled stages, customized dance floors and imposing chuppahs. 
With dozens of happy clients, The Party Set guides you through the wedding maze, 
allowing you to enjoy an unforgettable, stress free experience at venues including 
Eltham Palace and top London hotels. 
 
What they say: 
“The flowers, the food, the tables, the entertainment were all perfect.’ (Christina & 
Martin Gottwald);  
`Francisco and his team are incredible wedding organisers. His creativity is 
inspirational.’ (Maria Leonor R );  
`The Party Set is a luxury brand in every sense of the word luxury. A service like theirs 
comes around once in a lifetime” (Annie Levens (mother of the bride) 
 


